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From the President

Welcome to issue 
114 of Dunera News. 
Since our last issue, 
the 33rd Annual 
General Meeting of 
Dunera Association 
Inc. took place. I 

congratulate committee members on 
their election and I am proud to have 
been re-elected as President for my 
fourth and final year. Serving you, our 
members has been one of the most 
rewarding parts of my life.

In November, we held our final 82nd 
anniversary event in Melbourne. Sixty-
two people attended including two 
Dunera wives and two Queen Mary 
Internees. Two of the Queen Mary 
Internees were Valerie and Alfred 
Figdor, grandparents of Rabbi Ronnie 
Figdor who was one of our guest 
speakers. Our other guest speaker was 
our secretary Jacquie Houlden. See 
reports of this event inside including 
Jacquie Houlden’s report. 

Also in this issue are reports on Bern 
Brent’s 100th birthday in December, 
Seumas Spark’s speech at Tatura, our 
regular From the Archives column and 
an introduction to an SBS podcast on 
Dunera Boy Paul Kurz and wife Paula.

We are looking forward to a full 
2023 year of 83rd anniversary events 
commencing with Tatura on 16th April. 
See our Save the Dates advice for 
the full list. Through the efforts of UK 
based committee member Alan Lion, 
we are hopefully re-establishing a UK 
Dunera entity. Renowned author and 
journalist Jennifer Nadel has agreed to 
support us in this endeavour.

I wish you all a healthy and fulfilling 
2023.

Ron Reichwald

SAVE THE DATES 
Dunera Association Events 
Tatura, VIC on Sunday 16 April 2023

Sydney, NSW on Sunday 27 August 2023

Hay, NSW on weekend of 1-3 September 2023

Melbourne, VIC on Sunday 12 November 2023



Melbourne Event - Celebrating 82 Years

Dr Karen Wayne
My husband Victor and I recently had the pleasure of attending a wonderful 
reunion celebrating 82 years since the arrival of the Dunera in Australia. This was 
the first in person get together since 2019, so it was particularly special.  

The new format of Sunday afternoon tea was greatly enjoyed by the 62 members 
and friends present. They included a number of first and second generation 
descendants, Queen Mary internees Eva de Jong-Duldig and Erika Weiburg, 
and Dunera wives Edith Unger, Muriel Barber, and Inge Ruben. Also there was 
Swedish visitor Ingrid Sternberg, whose grandmother in Norway is the daughter 
of a Dunera Boy.    

I was sorry that my mother, Lotti Eisinger-Philipp, aged 101, and wife of two 
Dunera Boys, Erich Eisinger (1910-1966) and Werner Philipp (1921-2015), didn’t 
attend.  

Our Treasurer Geoff Winter travelled through flood covered roads from Canberra 
to be there. Past President Peter Felder was MC of the event, and guest speakers 
were Jacquie Houlden and Rabbi Ronnie Figdor OAM.

Rabbi Ronnie Figdor gave a most interesting PowerPoint presentation. As well as 
making us laugh with his great sense of humour, he took us through the journey 
of his grandparents Alfred and Valerie Figdor. We learnt about their escape from 
Austria to Singapore, and thence on the Queen Mary to Australia, and internment 

From top left, clockwise: Melbourne Event Attendees; Janet Arndt shares an anecdote; Rabbi Ronnie Figdor;  
Jacquie Houlden speaking. Photography by Jack Strom.
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Inge Ruben, Muriel Barber, Edith Unger 
and Erika Weilburg (seated).  

Photograpy by Jack Strom.

at Tatura. Meanwhile, they were separated from their son, Harry (Ronnie’s 
father), who was incarcerated in a Japanese prisoner of war camp and not 
reunited with his parents for six years.  

I couldn’t help thinking what resilience people show in difficult times.

Our second speaker was Jacquie Houlden, daughter of Dunera Boy Uwe 
Radok and Queen Mary internee Anita Holper. During Covid lockdown Jacquie 
discovered a tin full of her father’s wartime diaries and began transcribing them. 
In conjunction with historian Seumas Spark and translator Kate Garrett, she has 
pieced together a surprising and hitherto unknown story about her father. The 
result is Shadowline: the Dunera Diaries of Uwe Radok, from Monash University 
Publishing. It was fascinating to learn of another thread of history, adding to the 
tapestry of our knowledge of Australia’s recent past, and I am looking forward 
to reading the book. 

Audience questions and comments on Dunera and Queen Mary history 
and events followed.  Janet Arndt, a Queen Mary descendant, gave a lovely 
anecdote about my late father, Erich Eisinger, as 8th Employment Company 
barber, having given her a first haircut when she was aged one.

Toward the end of the gathering, Ron Reichwald, our hardworking President, 
commented that ultimately family members, and people closely connected 
to the stories, are a vital component in keeping Dunera and Queen Mary 
internment history alive, especially with so few Dunera boys left.

I always feel a little overwhelmed at these gatherings when I think that but for 
this remarkable event in history, I wouldn’t exist, nor have the blessed life in 
Australia that I do. 

I personally think it is vital to learn about the past, and to make that information 
broadly available. This opens up greater understanding of our society, and 
people in general.

I look forward to continuing my 
association with the Dunera 
and Queen Mary  groups, and 
welcome the important role 
of historians, as well as first 
and second generation family 
members in continuing the story.
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Volkstrauertag, Tatura War Cemetery,  
11am, 13 November 2022

Dr Seumas Spark
Dunera historian, Seumas Spark, was invited by Honorary Consul-General of the Federal Republic 
of Germany, Melbourne, Mr Michael Pearce, SC, to speak at the Volkstrauertag in Tatura. This annual 
German day of mourning is dedicated to all victims of war – women, men, and children – all over the 
world, made specific by remembrance of particular people, places, and events.

Other speakers represented Tatura RSL – who auspice the occasion, Greater Shepparton Council, 
Templer Society, and Lutheran Trinity Church, with attendees including recently serving Australian 
Defence Force members from Disaster Relief Australia.

Tatura German Military Cemetery is the only German war graves location in Australia, is heritage 
listed, and maintained by the Commonwealth War Graves Commission.

My thanks to Michael Pearce for the invitation to speak today. I am glad to be here, 
and it is pleasing and reassuring to see many friends – including Tatura friends 
– in the crowd. My thanks also to two wonderful scholars: Carol Bunyan, who 
provided me with much information for this talk, and Arthur Knee for his work in 
recording the Second World War burials in this cemetery.

The Dunera internees, or the Dunera boys as they are now commonly known, are 
one of my main interests as a historian. This interest is my connection to this event, 
and today I will dwell on the life of one of these men, Ludwig Carl Mysa, who lies in 
this cemetery.  

From top left, clockwise: Pastor Kim Kiessling presiding over the service prior to the talk at Tatura Museum;  
Seumas Spark and Sue Schmitke at Tatura Museum; Attendees at the service prior to the talk.  
Photography by Kaye Watson.
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Mysa was born in Vienna on 19 March 1892.  His religion was Lutheran, his 
background Jewish. Carol Bunyan tells me that in 1912 Mysa left the Jewish 
faith and changed his family name from Kohn to Mysa. He may have done this 
unilaterally, as other members of his family appear to have maintained their 
connections to Judaism. The fact of his conversion was not unusual. He was one 
of many Austrians and Germans, often from the middle and upper classes, who 
converted from Judaism to Christianity in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, their decisions on these religious matters taken before the rise of 
Nazism and Hitler’s adoption of anti-Semitic policies.  

In Vienna, Mysa was the secretary of an evening school. When he left Austria isn’t 
clear, though we do know that in May 1938, in Vienna, he applied for a visa to the 
United States. Many Dunera internees did similarly, to no avail. Sometime between 
then and 1940 Mysa was able to reach Britain, the details of his journey unknown. 
He was arrested in Surrey on 4 July 1940 and, six days later, deported to Australia 
on the Dunera. Such was his fate and that of 2,000 other enemy aliens in Britain.  

He seems to have left behind few family connections to Europe. He was divorced, 
and there is no evidence he had children. Officially, Mysa was a refugee, the label 
probably conferred by officials because of his Jewish heritage and flight from 
Austria. Though this designation did not ease his path in any way, it does allow us 
to understand his story a little better, including the disappointments he may well 
have felt about his treatment by successive governments – Austrian, British and, 
later, Australian.  

In Australia Mysa was interned first at Hay in the New South Wales Riverina, where 
he was held in hut 24, camp 7. He shared his hut with some Protestants, two of 

Wreath laying at Tatura, from left to right Amanda Hill (Office of Aust War Graves), Dean Lee (RSL Victoria),  
Robin Fairchild (RSL Tatura), Councillor Anthony Brophy (Greater Shepparton Council),  

Pastor Kim Kiessling (German Church East Melbourne), Des O’Callaghan (RSL Victoria),  
Michael Pearce SC (German Honorary Consul). Photography by Kaye Watson.
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whom were Germans who gave their religion as Anglican, but most of his hut 
mates were Jewish. None of this surprises: to this point, Mysa’s profile as a Dunera 
internee was fairly typical. It is what came next that differed.

Mysa was unwell while at Hay, and in April 1941 he was moved to Tatura for health 
reasons. He came here earlier than most. Of the Dunera internees who spent time 
at Tatura, most did not arrive until the following month. Mysa’s health betrayed 
him at Tatura as well. He spent time in Mooroopna Hospital, and died in Waranga 
Hospital on the 26th of March 1942, exactly one week after his fiftieth birthday. 
One document says the cause was chronic nephritis, another that it was heart 
failure. Probably it was both, nephritis the reason his heart stopped.

About the time Mysa died, the Dunera internees began to be released in large 
numbers, many to the 8th Employment Company of the Australian Army. As they 
donned the famous slouch hat, completing a remarkable transformation from enemy 
aliens to Australian soldiers, Mysa was buried at Tatura cemetery. Later his body 
would be moved to this cemetery. Besides the obvious dichotomy between the lives 
of the other Dunera men at Tatura and Mysa’s death, the contrasts are stark. The 
men who joined the Army would eventually win their freedom, with many remaining in 
Australia and enjoying happy and productive lives. Others returned to Britain or their 
homelands, their post-war lives a matter of choice. These choices Mysa was never 
afforded. Military bureaucracy dictated that he be buried near where he died, and 
so he lies here at Tatura. And at Tatura he has remained, an Austrian man of Jewish 
descent given a Christian burial in a German cemetery in a country to which he had 
no ties. That Mysa’s sister is thought to have been murdered in the Holocaust adds 
to the tragic nature of his story.

And yet, something about Mysa’s sad case makes it a perfect illustration of the 
tragedies of wartime. To my mind, his presence in this cemetery highlights both the 
many absurdities of war and the power all of us have to reconcile old enmities and 
divisions. Those who elect to bypass this cemetery because it is German might 
be surprised to learn of Mysa and his story, or about Erich Meyerhof, another 
Dunera boy buried here. And of those who do visit, does anyone worry that Mysa 
shares this cemetery with men he might once have called his enemies? I doubt it. I 
suspect that most visitors to this cemetery feel only sadness for those buried here, 
no matter their path to this place.  

From left: Nelly Speith (nee Edelmaier) at Tatura Museum (Photography by Kaye Watson);  
Ludwig Mysa’s grave (Photography by Kristin Otto); Seumas Spark speaking at Tatura (Photography by Kristin Otto)
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In Berlin in 1998 I got chatting to an old Englishman. He had lived in Berlin for 
many years and was perfectly fluent in German. He was a remarkable man, so 
much so that, nearly 25 years later, I remember much of our conversation. He told 
me that from time to time he would spend a day at the British and Commonwealth 
war cemetery in Berlin, walking between the graves. As he did so, he would say 
out loud the names of the dead, one after another after another. He did this to 
ensure that each and every dead man knew that he had company; that none had 
been forgotten. As he said each name, their identity as individuals lived on. I think 
he chose to do this in Berlin’s British and Commonwealth war cemetery not from 
a sense of loyalty to his English homeland, but because he knew that these dead, 
buried in a foreign country, did not see many visitors. Had he lived in Britain, I 
imagine he would have chosen to visit German war graves before British ones for 
exactly the same reason. To be sure, he had a keen sense of history and knew the 
lessons of the past could not be forgotten. And I too know that attached to these 
histories is unimaginable, enduring pain; it is not my aim to question or dismiss this 
pain in any way. Rather, I use this anecdote to make the point that what was even 
more important to him, as I understood it, was that we not repeat the tragedies and 
crimes of the past. He knew well that in a cemetery past grievances don’t count 
for much. The dead are dead, and all we are left with are powerful and necessary 
reminders of our many follies and the utter waste of war.  

I remember being struck by the nobility of the old Englishman’s example, and time 
hasn’t changed that view. To say that death renders all of us equal is a throwaway 
line: indeed, we all know this truism, but most of us do not act on or acknowledge 
it in any meaningful way: he did. To follow his lead is not easy, and for some 
probably it is impossible. The wounds of war pass through generations, and for the 
families of many victims the pain remains too raw. We cannot be naïve about this. 
But might we not try to follow his example?

Mysa’s identity was nearly rendered anonymous by the madness practised by 
belligerent governments, Axis and Allied. He was buried far from the land and 
people he knew. Probably none of his immediate family members survived the war. 
Indeed, any surviving family might have objected to his burial in this cemetery, an 
option that was available to the families of other dead.

Yet this isn’t to say that people don’t care for his memory. In the crowd today is 
Kristin Otto, the granddaughter of the Dunera internee Siegfried Zinn. Zinn was 
in the same hut at Hay as Mysa. Today, Kristin will remember Mysa, and perhaps, 
simultaneously, her grandfather, by placing rosemary on Mysa’s grave. In so 
doing she will acknowledge and remember a victim of the war, much like the old 
Englishman in Berlin.  

The one sure result of war is that eventually it betrays us all, no matter our history 
or allegiances. Occasions such as today help us to remember that brutal truth, and 
war’s many victims. Ludwig Carl Mysa was one of them.
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Bern Brent seated,  
Peter Brent standing,  
Jo Brent right  
(Photo by Antonia Lehn)

Bern responding eloquently.  
(Photo by Geoff Winter)
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A Very Special Day!

Geoff Winter
Gerd Bernstein left his home in Berlin in December 1938 aged 15, travelling on a 
Quaker Kinder-transport evacuating Jewish children to London. When the Dunera 
took its load of Enemy Aliens to Australia in September 1940, he was not yet 
an adult, 17 years old, and one of the youngest on board. He was disembarked 
in Melbourne, interned at Tatura, and released to serve in the 8th Employment 
Company in 1942. ‘Gerd Bernstein’ became Bern Brent, a naturalised Australian.

On Saturday 17 December 2022, a local café bar in suburban Canberra was 
overflowing with well-wishers, there to celebrate the 100th birthday of lone 
surviving Dunera Boy in Australia, Bern Brent. Bern was in good form, as first 
his son, Peter, then daughter, Joanne, gave speeches. He responded eloquently, 
emphasising that being sent to Australia was the best thing that ever happened to 
him. Staying in Britain may have meant going to war and not surviving - this was 
Britain’s loss and Australia’s gain!



Bern with skiing friend, 
Mary-Louise Willheim. 
(Photo by Antonia Lehn)

Bern with  
Tuong Quang Luu, AO, 
originally from Vietnam. 
(Photo by Geoff Winter)

Other attendees from Melbourne:

From the left:  
Descendants of fellow Dunera internee Peter Danby 
(Danziger):  
  Angela Danby granddaughter, Gary Danby son,  
  Kirsty Danby granddaughter, Peppy Sher daughter. 
Peter Brent, Geoff Winter - son of Dunera internee Ernst 
Winter, Tara Gutman - daughter of Dunera internee Gerard 
Gutman.  
(Photo by Ernst Willheim)
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Amongst many of Bern’s activities was skiing in the Australian Alps.

Bern spent several years working in Asia, including under the Colombo Plan 
where he taught English in Vietnam. One of Bern’s Colombo Plan students came 
from Sydney to acknowledge and celebrate with Bern.



The Story of Paul and Paula

Paul Kurz arrived on the Dunera and was interned in Hay and Tatura. Meanwhile 
his wife Paula was trapped in Vienna. They corresponded throughout the war.

Professor Tim McNamara (AM) is the former Redmond Barry Distinguished Professor 
at the University of Melbourne, and taught Applied Linguistics for many years.

In this podcast SBS presenter Amit Rehak talks to Tim about a manuscript that he’s 
recently completed. The protagonists of the book are Paul and Paula Kurz. Paul 
arrived in Australia on the Dunera while Paula was trapped in Vienna with her mother. 
Paula’s letters to Paul were discovered many years after they both passed away. 
Tim happened to meet Paul about half a century ago, when he (Tim) was a student 
at Melbourne University. The book neatly weaves together those early personal 
encounters, the stories of Paul and Paula, and the fate of the Jews of Vienna.

https://www.sbs.com.au/language/hebrew/en/podcast-episode/the-story-of-paul-
and-paula/d1ne1nvzk
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With Bern was Antonia Lehn, one of the ‘Friends of the Dunera Boys’, occasional 
lunch companion and translator of articles in Dunera News.

Also in attendance was current Australian Statistician, David Gruen AO, son of Dunera 
internee Fred Gruen and brother of Dunera Association member Nicholas Gruen.

The function was brilliantly organised by Jo and Peter Brent, with delicious and 
abundant food and drink enjoyed by all.

We applaud Bern Brent’s long and wonderful contribution to the nation and 
region, celebrate his steadfast gratitude at the luck of being sent to Australia on 
the Dunera, and congratulate him on his 100th birthday!

https://www.sbs.com.au/language/hebrew/en/podcast-episode/the-story-of-paul-and-paula/d1ne1nvzk
https://www.sbs.com.au/language/hebrew/en/podcast-episode/the-story-of-paul-and-paula/d1ne1nvzk
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Shadowline: The Dunera Diaries of Uwe Radok

Edited by Jacquie Houlden and Seumas Spark
Monash University Publishing
PB $ 34.99
Available now in bookshops

Jacquie spoke at the Dunera Association function 
St Kilda, Melbourne, November 2022

My father, Uwe Radok, was born in Prussia and completed a degree in Aeronautical 
Engineering in Munich.  He had been working as an engineer in Scotland when the 
war started and was interned in the UK along with other Germans.  He was put on the 
ill-fated Arandora Star transport ship and then the Dunera.  My mother, Anita Holper, 
was on the Queen Mary.  They first met in the camp in Tatura.  After Anita and Uwe 
were released, they met up again in Melbourne and eventually married before the end 
of the war.  My mother was 19 and my father was 28.  It was a lovely story, a romance 
born of war and a marriage that lasted till my father’s death at the age of 93 in 2009.

This was the version of history that my sisters and I had always been told.

In 2020, Covid gave me the opportunity and time to write about how my parents had met.

Dad had given a tin to my sister a couple of years before he passed away in 2009.  
In the tin were twelve small diaries in which he had written almost daily from 1940 to 
1943, starting from his deportation on the Arandora Star and ending abruptly in 1943, 
halfway through the twelfth book.  The diaries remained in the tin for another ten 
years, and might still be there, unexplored, were it not for Covid lockdowns.

I started transcribing, and over 400 typed pages and 120,000 words later, I realised 
that the family stories had failed to include the fact that my father had been in love 

with another Dunera boy who was also interned 
at Tatura.  Uwe wrote very frankly about his 
day-to-day life.  Sometimes it was arduous, and 
he wondered when they would ever get out.  
Other days he wrote of the beautiful sunset or 
spending time at the beach.  I felt like I had met 
and got to know my father as a 25 year old.

I was very lucky to have the support of Seumas 
Spark, both in introducing me to Monash 
University Publishing and working as a co-
editor on the diaries.  We ended up with about 
170 pages and chose the title, Shadowline, 
from something Uwe had mentioned in one of 
the diary entries.

I could never have imagined that the little tin 
of diaries would end up being published and 
I’m very interested to hear what people think of 
what we did.

 

Picture from launch of Shadowline with author signing copies
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From the Archives

Dunera News No. 26 February 1993 (pages 18-19)

Loveday
During fruit picking time in Ardmona, while I was waiting to join the Army (so-
called), Major Julian (“Better Late Than Never”) Layton arrived and told me that 
he was sorry but my papers had not come through as yet and I would have to be 
re-interned for a short time.   

So I was taken by Army truck to Broadmeadows camp and met a few similar 
unfortunates. 

We were then entrained for a camp called Loveday, near Barmera in South 
Australia, close to the Murray River.  On the train were some German Prisoners 
of War (POWs) who looked at us with contempt, they smartly turned out, and we 
looking like tramps.  Not a word was exchanged.

On arrival in Loveday, we were greeted tumultuously by old mates from Tatura 
who had come here earlier, directly from Tat….  The camp was dreary - not a 
blade of grass - tents, and watch towers manned by trigger happy youngsters 
in uniform, with a hostile camp commandant who was a chicken farmer in 
civilian life. He never looked at or spoke to us, just pointed his swagger stick at 
something he did not like during his daily inspections. Beds were not allowed, 
we slept on the ground on palliasses. Frequent rain and sandstorms made 
conditions very poor, so, with grim humour, ‘Cowboy’ Albin Schraml called a 
20cm high sand hill ‘Mount Hopeless’ and a rain puddle ‘Lake Disappointment’.

Apart from us old lags, there were some twelve nationalities in camp, including 
Norwegian seamen who had jumped ship, Yugoslavs, Poles, Italians, Australians 
of German background who could not speak German, and French Foreign 
Legionnaires who were actually former Germans with battle experience in Indo-
China (and correspondingly strange medals which they later wore on their 8th 
Employment Company uniforms, to the amazement of Australian soldiers). It was 
an odd mix. In another compound were Japanese POWs, and in another German 
POWs.

On one of the inspections, the Commandant, who always had two armed minders 
with him, pointed his stick at something he thought was faulty in the Foreign 
Legionnaires’ tent. But one of the inhabitants took umbrage, jumped the two 
sentries, took their rifles and pointed both of them at the Commandant.
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    ‘And what are you going to do now?’ he asked.

He then threw the rifles back and let himself be taken into solitary confinement. 
We, the onlookers, were greatly amused at the Commandant’s discomfort.

To come back to a ‘Monocle’ Meyer story - I sat at the same table in the mess 
hut as ‘Monocle’ Meyer, when a bloke, trying to be funny when M screwed in his 
monocle, said, 

    ‘Don’t make faces, Meyer’ 

Quick as a flash, Meyer came back, 

    ‘If I could make faces, I would have put another head on you’ 

Meyer’s dance school later became well known in Melbourne1. He was (and, 
hopefully, still is) a real gentleman.

After a while a couple of us decided that enough was enough, and crept in to the 
mess hut at night - a dangerous enterprise with the alert watch tower troops - to 
paint with shaving brushes on a table, ‘Jews and Nazis want to be separated’, 
similar to an earlier event in Seaton, England, that time done by the Nazis. What 
a commotion followed the next morning!  Police were called in from Adelaide 
but could not - or would not - find anything. We had been careful. However, the 
upshot was that we were taken back to better conditions in Tatura and later 
allowed to join the 8th Employment Company, months later than the founders. 

So much about Loveday.

Something else - I would like to pay tribute to a good friend and helper who got 
many of us out of internment and into the 8th Employment Company - Jean Kidd 
of UNRRA (United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration). She was a 
lovely lady who had lost her fiancé in the Battle of Britain, and buried her sorrow 
by looking after us lost sheep, introducing us to Australian families, taking us to 
concerts, etc.  

She was not really appreciated at the time by many of us old plug-ugly internees, 
for which I still feel sorry.

Gerhard Miedzwinksi (later Mitchell)
Dunera internee

1 the Meyer School of Movement and Languages
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Dunera 
News

First published in 1984 this is a unique resource of information relating to the 
internment of refugees from Nazi oppression deported to Australia from Britain 
and Singapore in 1940.

PDFs of all back issues can be found on the Dunera Association website.

The association welcomes contributions of letters or articles for future issues 
of Dunera News: Please email duneraboys@gmail.com or  
visit www.duneraassociation.com

The Dunera Association Inc
www.duneraassociation.com

duneraboys@gmail.com
The Secretary - Dunera Association

PO Box 4104, Frankston Heights
Victoria 3199 Australia

Useful contact and links
Dunera Museum at Hay
Carol Bunyan (Canberra) 
Volunteer Researcher 
lcb@bigpond.com

Dunera Hay Tours
David Houston (Hay) 
davidhouston23@bigpond.com

Duldig Studio
www.duldig.org.au

Tatura Irrigation & Wartime Camps Museum
www.taturamuseum.com 
taturamuseum@gmail.com

Dunera Stories
Online resource for stories and artwork of 
Dunera and Queen Mary Internees 
www.dunerastories.monash.edu

Friends of the Dunera 
Boys Public Group
Admin and Moderators:  
Nathan Oppy & Michelle Frenkel

This group is an international forum 
for discussing all things Dunera. 
The group would love to hear your 
stories or associations with the 
Dunera or Queen Mary internees.

If you have any questions about 
your families’ connections to this 
subject then this is the place 
to post your query; the group 
members have an unequalled 
knowledge between them.
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